Welcome to
your source for the best in Kids entertainment and more. With Kidz World TV
Host will explore the world of kids and teens on all their favorite things. Join us at The Kidz World Music
Concert Series and see live in concert performances from artist Taylor Swift, Justin Bieber, Fifth Harmony,
and many more each and every episode. Then checkout K-World TV Celebrity News and interviews and
get the latest scoop and Interview on your favorite stars, movie premieres, and more. You’ll also get the
latest fun reviews on what’s on Kidz World TV. Featuring the hottest and fun Kid shows on TV and what’s
at the movies. Below is Synopsis of the first 9 episodes of, toys, games, vacations, products and more can
be customized, featured, and promoted in Kidz World TV. The segments for Toys; Kidz World TV favorite
toy of the week, Show and Play toy review, and more. The segments for Games are Kidz World TV favorite
game of the week, the game report, and more.
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Episode 1 Kidz World TV Spotlight on Taylor Swift and more!
KIDZ WORLD TV SPOTLIGHT FEATURE ON MUSIC ARTIST
TAYLOR SWIFT
K-World TV Artist spotlight goes to Taylor Swift the Global Superstar and a seven-time
GRAMMY winner is highlighted in this special that shares her humble beginnings of a country
loving girl to a Global successful pop star that’s consistently topping all the music charts. We
check out her music videos and feature interviews with Taylor Swift about her life, music, friends, and much more.
Kidz World TV also visit her concerts live performances and showcase her dedicated fans affectionately called “the
Swifties” as she conquers the world, Go Taylor!

Favorite Toy of the Week and Show and Play Toy Segment
(We can feature your Toy and Company Products in the Segment)
Kidz World TV Favorite toy of the week for Boys by Mattel Hot Wheels® Ultimate
Garage- We will feature positive reviews of our favorite toys. Here we
showcase the Mattel Hot Wheels Ultimate Garage and its packaging.
Then we unravel the packaging of the toy. We will also display and
describe the toy’s functions. It has lights and sounds to make it even
better. It features multiple action zones, including a tune-up shop, gas
station, chomping shark and helipad, this mean they don’t have to
stick to one story either! We also include instructions on how to play.
Kidz World TV Favorite Mattel Toy of the Week for Girls goes to Barbie™ & Her Sisters in The Great
Puppy Adventure We will feature positive reviews of your
“toys” showcase this gift set and box art based on the
Barbie movie –(We unravel the box package and
describe in detail the contents) that includes three of the
sisters, Barbie, Skipper and Stacie dolls all dressed for
the “Willowfest” summer festival in beautiful, detailed
fashions inspired by the adventure film at
www.barbie.com. As you can see the outfits are colorful and overall it’s a great gift
set to have for the Holidays.
Kidz World TV Host talks about Monstober the Disney channel’s month-long of Halloween celebration. The
Invisible Sister and exclusive interviews and more.
Kidz World TV feature’s Original Disney Channel Movie “The Invisible sister”, check out exclusive
interviews with Rowan Blanchard as Cleo, Paris Berelc as Molly, and Karan Brar as George.
“Watch the Invisible Sister Contest”
Kidz World TV presents “Watch the “Invisible Sister” contest where viewers have to watch the movie in its entirety on the
Disney Channel and name specific clues and complete specific task in order to win. Prizes will be a chance to meet the
stars of the Invisible Sister or/and an all-expense paid Vacation to Disneyland Resort. The winner will be featured.

Welcome to the Kidz World TV “Game Report”: Kidz World TV Host talks about Disney Infinity 3.0. Watch
the game-play visuals as the host narrates this spectacular game! The Disney
Infinity 3.0 Edition Starter Pack! Embark on galactic adventures in the Play Sets or
put your imagination to play inside the Toy Box. You will have the freedom to
create your own games and play as some of your favorite Star Wars, MARVEL,
Disney and Disney Pixar characters. Share and download community Toy Boxes
for endless fun! Tune in for more news in the Game Report.
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Episode 2: Kidz World TV features Zendaya's World and more
KIDZ WORLD TV CONCERTS PRESENTS SPOTLIGHT FEATURE
ON MUSIC ARTIST ZENDAYA
We recap Disney’s stars Zendaya’s career from her start at Disney and her
springboard to her hit new series on the Disney Channel. Kidz World TV Host
interviews Zendaya after her hit series “Shake It Up”. We discuss her transition
and how fans have followed her. We also feature the making of her 2nd music
album and working with super star producer Timbaland.
Kidz World TV Favorite toy of the week for Girls by Lego
Friends, this week we feature the LEGO Friends Heartlake
Shopping Mall We will feature positive reviews on Lego Friends.
We describe as followed: A fun and great build! There is an
abundance of play features that makes this a Kidz World TV favorite: a
revolving door, a photo booth, a convertible car, a mixing table for a DJ,
and a revolving catwalk, just to mention a few. Check out this review as
we build this fun shopping mall and showcase the fun and imaginative
play that’s in store with Lego Friends. (We showcase the Toy in Box Art unravel package
and describe/demo why it’s our Kidz World TV favorite pick of the week.)

KIDZ WORLD TV FAVORITE TOY OF THE WEEK FOR BOYS

LEGO® Star Wars™ Buildable Figures Collection
(We showcase the Legos Star Wars Buildable Figures in
Box Art, unravel package, and describe/demo in detail
how to play or put together, Why it’s our favorite pick of
the week and soon to be the viewers) This amazing
buildable LEGO version of star war figurines is an exciting new
addition for the novice toy player or experience collectable with durable fully posable limbs, separating
arms and 4 buildable Light sabers, this LEGO® Jedi Master is ready for tough action play!
Kidz World TV Movie Spotlight on This is 3D computer animated fantasy-comedy
about Dracula and his friends try to bring out the monster in his half human, half
vampire grandson in order to keep Mavis from leaving the hotel. Starring Selena
Gomez watch Kidz World TV Host exclusive interview her on playing the character
Mavis and see film clips of her in action BMX bike riding fiery and sparkly Phenom. In
Theaters now!
Hi I’m your Host from Kidz World TV features What’s on Disney Checkout “K.C. Undercover” –
“Jessie” and “BUNK’D” stars Peyton List and Skai Jackson shake things up in this Halloween episode,
“All Howl’s Eve.” While Marisa and K.C. throw a Halloween party at the house, Ernie and Judy try to
intercept “an evil wolf serum.” It’s an episode you don’t wanna miss.
Let’s Play Disney Video Games! In this segment we feature and talk
about fun & cool video games from Disney Channel TV Shows. Help K.C.
complete her recon missions by searching for possible targets.

Kidz World TV Game Show featuring Nintendo Game on. Check out this one on one competition
two players with New Nintendo 3DS XL battling it out on the game of Splatoon (check out Game
play visuals of kaleidoscope of colors ink and realistic 3d imaging that will take your breath away and
make you an instant fan) The Grand Prize winner receives the ultimate Kidz World TV Game Show
Trophy. This is extreme fun you don’t wanna miss. Vote for your favorite team-player at kworldtv.com
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Episode 3: Kidz World TV feat. R5, Peanuts the Movie & more
KIDZ WORLD TV CONCERTS PRESENTS SPOTLIGHT
FEATURE ON MUSIC ARTIST R5
Kidz World TV features Movie Review and interviews Stars of Peanuts
Francesca Capaldi -Little Red-Haired Girl (voice), Madisyn ShipmanViolet Gray (voice), Noah Schnapp- Charlie Brown (voice) and more.
Kidz World TV Host features Interviews Stars of The Peanuts Movie Francesca
Capaldi -Little Red-Haired Girl (voice), Madisyn Shipman-Violet Gray (voice), Noah
Schnapp- Charlie Brown (voice) and more. Snoopy goes up against his nemesis the
Red Baron, while Charlie Brown tries to win the affection of the Little Red-Haired Girl,
who just moved to the neighborhood.

Kidz World TV the Game Report features exclusive video game The Peanuts
Movie: is an upcoming side-scrolling platform video game based on The Peanuts
Movie. Platforms are for the Nintendo 3DS, PlayStation 4, Wii U, Xbox 360 and Xbox
One. Game Play visuals: The player plays as Snoopy and can play as Woodstock in
co-op to help find Charlie Brown. The player will also be able to customize Snoopy
and Woodstock.
Kidz World TV Favorite toys of the Week for Girls: Hasbro’s FurReal
Friends StarLily The Magical Unicorn is one of the sweetest toys ever
starlily responds to touch, sound, with more than 100 sound and motion
combinations! When interacting with her, she moves her head and hoof,
makes special sounds, and lights up her horn in different colors, she can
spread and flutter wings and eat treats, she has an app for games.
(We showcase your Toy in Box Art, unravel package, and describe/demo in detail how
to play or put together, Why it’s our favorite pick of the week and soon to be viewers)

Kidz World TV Favorite Toy of the Week for Boys Disney Pixar
Cars Ramones's Color Change Play Set is the best water play and
car color changing action EVER! This wonderful toy is definitely hours
upon hours of fun, as you can see once unraveled out of the
packaging. This super auto body shop play set features everything you
need to customize your own designs.

Kidz World TV presents What’s on Disney : Hi I’m am your Host on today’s show we feature
the stars of Disney Channel Kidcom Ross Lynch and Laura Marano as the talk about
exclusives on Austin & Ally show. Halloween crossover episode with Rowan Blanchard &
Sabrina Carpenter from Girl Meets World. Ross also talks about his hit movie Teen Beach 2
and rock band R5. Later we check out an exclusive concert performance with R5 on Kidz
World TV.
Favorite Disney Channel website video game of the week: Descendants - Isle of
the Lost Rush Help Mal, Jay, Evie, and Carlos run through the streets of the Isle of the
Lost performing cool flips and slides. Game Play Visual - Be the first to have a glimpse
of the Descendants games with Isle of the Lost Rush, their first action and adventure
game of platform. (We feature, review, and play website video games)
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Episode 4: Alvin & the Chipmunks: Road Trip, Selena & more
Kidz World TV Concerts presents
Spotlight Feature on Selena Gomez
Kidz World TV features Alvin and Chipmunks with
Bella Thorne, we interview the stars and talk about their characters fun road trip adventure. We also check out the
animation and special effects behind the scenes of the film.
Kidz World TV Favorite Toy of the Week for Girls - Hello Barbie™ Doll Now, you can chat with Barbie®! Using WiFi and speech recognition
technology, Hello Barbie™ doll can interact uniquely with each child by holding
conversations, playing games, sharing stories and even telling jokes! It's a
whole new way to interact with Barbie®. She's ready to discuss anything in an
outfit that blends trendy and techie for a cool look.

(WE SHOWCASE YOUR TOY, GAME, OR PRODUCT IN BOX ART, AND UNRAVEL OUT OF PACKAGE.
DESCRIBE/DEMONSTRATE IN DETAIL HOW TO PLAY OR PUT TOGETHER. WE ALSO EXPLAIN WHY IT’S
OUR FAVORITE PICK OF THE WEEK.

Kidz World TV Favorite Toy of the Week for Boys Hot Wheels Vehicle – Box
unravel is great and package. The R/C controller puts kids in the driver's seat. The
simple-to-use device has two buttons that can direct the vehicles forward, backward, or
even side-to-side. This exclusive Terrain Twister™ comes in a red-hot color ready for
stealth R/C action on any terrain.

Kidz World TV What’s on KIDZ WORLD TV, WHAT’S ON DISNEY? Moana is
Disney’s next big animated adventure heading to theaters. 14-year-old Auli'i Cravalho
has been chosen to voice Moana, a young woman with extraordinary navigational
talents. On her way to a fabled island, Moana will be joined by her hero, the legendary
demi-god Maui. Checkout her reaction in this clip. Look out for film in November 2016.
Kidz World TV the Game Report features Activision video game SKYLANDERS
SUPERCHARGERS 6! Join us as we give you the exclusives news and updates
on this awesome game. Collectors and enthusiasts go crazy for the toy-based
characters, kids love playing the games and interacting with their favorite heroes in
the real world, and the toys-to-life genre that the series introduced is continually
expanding, making it seem as if things won’t slow down anytime soon. Tune in for
more, gaming news.
Kidz World TV Let’s Play SKYLANDERS SUPERCHARGERS with Activision the
Starter Set (Starter Pack Includes: Videogame, Portal of Power, 2
Skylanders SuperChargers Characters, 1 Skylanders SuperChargers
Vehicle, and 1 Collection Poster). This is a rich and robust package. Watch

as we and multiply player’s pilot an unstoppable fleet of incredible vehicles
over land, under sea and through sky to stop Kaos and save Skylands! Includes NEW online
multiplayer race and CO-OP modes. (We narrate and show real-time play in video and images
of the game in progress this is an excellent visual experience for the viewer) We also play with
and without the toys to show so that viewers at home could experience everything that the game
has to offer.
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Episode 5: Kidz World TV features The Good Dinosaur and more
Kidz World TV Concerts presents
Spotlight Feature on Fifth
Harmony
Kidz World TV features The Good Dinosaur" asks the question: What if the asteroid that forever changed life
on Earth missed the planet completely and giant dinosaurs never became extinct? Pixar Animation Studios
takes you on an epic journey into the world of dinosaurs where an Apatosaurus named Arlo makes an unlikely
human friend. Checkout exclusive interviews with the cast and more.
Kidz World TV Family Vacations Nick Hotel in Orlando Florida join us as we go on Vacation to Nick
Suites and Resorts we explore the fun attractions at the wild, wacky,
and family-focused, Nickelodeon Suites Resort is a destination hotel in
Orlando dedicated to imagination, play and exploration! Experience our highenergy, kid-friendly Orlando hotel, where kids and parents alike make messy
memories under sunny Florida skies. Join Kidz World TV as we explore the
Resort meet Sponge Bob Square Pants, Dora the Explorer, and more!

KIDZ WORLD TV FAVORITE TOY & GAME OF THE WEEK is PLAYMATION MARVEL AVENGERS
STARTER PACK REPULSOR Playmation is the next step in the evolution of play, where digital gets
physical and imagination gets
real. Inter-connected products with embedded content
let players step into the world of Marvel’s Avengers!
Control the adventures with wearable gear that lets
users feel the battle and puts them at the center of the
action. This is an excellent and fun to play and feel like
you’re in the center of the battle and more importantly
encourages you to be active and moving around this is
definitely a Kidz World TV Toy hall of famer I would no doubt nominated!
WE SHOWCASE YOUR TOY, GAME, OR PRODUCT IN BOX ART, AND UNRAVEL OUT OF PACKAGE, AND
DESCRIBE/DEMONSTRATE IN DETAIL HOW TO PLAY OR PUT TOGETHER. WE ALSO EXPLAIN WHY IT’S
OUR FAVORITE PICK OF THE WEEK.

KIDZ WORLD TV FAVORITE TOY/Kidz Tech OF THE WEEK for Boys & Girls is The Kidizoom Action
Cam by VTech lets little videographers capture their adventures with videos and photos! The
Action Cam is a great first video camera for kids and is durable enough
to handle drops and tumbles. It can go anywhere and do anything kids
can do with two included mounts so they can attach it to their bike,
skateboard and more. It also comes with a waterproof case so they can
take videos and pictures up to 6 feet underwater!

Kidz World TV Game Show features Just Dance 2016 We
feature a one on one group competition of Just Dance Watch
as these dancers battle it out, for the ultimate dancing
competition whoever wins become for the Grand Prize and
the title of Kidz World TV’s “Best Gamer Champion” trophy.
You do not want to miss the action!
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Episode 6: Kidz World TV ft. The Hunger Games: Mocking Jay Pt 2
Kidz World TV Concerts
presents Spotlight Feature On
Music Artist One Direction
Kidz World TV features the last installment of the Hunger Games: Mocking Jay we talk to Jennifer
Lawrence (Katniss), Peeta (Josh Hutcherson), Gale (Liam Hemsworth) about the film and what makes
this last film special and unique. We also checkout behind the scenes footage on making of Mocking Jay
Pt. 2 and more.

YOUR

WE SHOWCASE
TOY, GAME, OR PRODUCT IN BOX ART, AND UNRAVEL OUT OF PACKAGE,
AND DESCRIBE/DEMONSTRATE IN DETAIL HOW TO PLAY OR PUT TOGETHER. WE ALSO EXPLAIN WHY
IT’S OUR FAVORITE PICK OF THE WEEK.

Kidz World TV favorite Toy of the week for Girls is FurReal Friends Daisy Plays-With-Me Kitty Toy
beautiful Box Art and presentation, she very soft and just a
sweet beautiful kitty, she jumps up onto her back legs,
playfully wiggles her paws and moves from side to side.
Then she might pounce back down on all fours and knead
her paws. She pounces forward, too. She’s a lovely must
have kitty for the Holiday season.
Kidz World TV favorite Toy (YOUR TOY) of the week for Boys is Avengers: XPV Marvel-RC Hulk
Smash Toy Vehicle Super flipping fun! kids can steer Hulk
into smashing flips, spins and high-speed wheelies using the
remote control. If the vehicle tips over, Hulk will use his super
strength to flip it back into the correct position, while playing 10
different sounds and signature phrases.

Kidz World TV the Game Report features Trackmania Turbo: Trackmania has been a secret gem of
the PC master race for nearly two years now, and now
that crazy racing fun is heading to the PS4 and Xbox
One with Trackmania Turbo. The game will include a
campaign mode that will test the skills of players and
challenge them to earn medals on over 200 unique
tracks with 5 different difficulty levels. The game also includes 4 environments
with 4 different types of gameplay, and will include a track builder (which I’m most excited about). If your
kids love racing and crashing, Trackmania Turbo will be the perfect game for them. Check out more
news!
Kidz World TV Let’s Play Guitar Hero Live. Watch Guitar Hero Live display a side by side window
while gamers play in real-time. Check out as trailers, screenshots, and game
play visuals narrating instructions, tips, and more on how to play in detail to the
young viewer. Informing the young viewer and parents Guitar Hero Live
educational benefits of learning how to play the Guitar and the fun benefits of
showcasing the pure fun!
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WE SHOWCASE YOUR TOY, GAME, OR PRODUCT IN BOX ART, AND UNRAVEL OUT OF PACKAGE, AND
DESCRIBE/DEMONSTRATE IN DETAIL HOW TO PLAY OR PUT TOGETHER. WE ALSO EXPLAIN WHY IT’S
OUR FAVORITE PICK OF THE WEEK.
(We also feature and promote Vacations and Events for kids and family)

Episode 7: Kidz World TV Official Star Wars Theme Episode

Kidz World TV Concerts
presents Spotlight Feature On
Artist Little Mix
Kidz World TV will feature film Star Wars: The
Force Awaken, in the “Everything Star Wars episode”. Check out exclusive interviews with Harrison
Ford (Hans Solo), John Boyega (Finn), Daisy Ridley (Rey), & Oscar Isaac Dom (Poe Dameron), and
Director, J.J. Abrams. We go behind the scenes on the set of the most spectacular epic space opera
movie of all time.
Kidz World TV goes on vacation to visit’s two new huge "Stars
Wars" attractions at Disneyland, California, and at Walt Disney
World Resort in Florida. Check out our chance to jump to
lightspeed with Season of the Force. We visit Star Wars Launch
Bay –to meet our favorite Star Wars characters, special exhibits,
and peeks at the upcoming Star Wars: The Force Awakens and
much more. Star Tours – The Adventures Continue –scenes
inspired by the upcoming film, Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Jedi Training: Trials of the
Temple –a twist on the Jedi Training experience will introduce new characters and a new
villain from the popular Disney XD series, Star Wars Rebels. Hyperspace Mountain – For a limited
time, we will join an X-wing starfighter battle in this reimagining of the classic Space Mountain attraction.
Kidz World TV Favorite Toy of the Week: Star Wars The Force
Awakens Battle Action Millennium Falcon Imagine recreating epic
battles from Star Wars: The Force Awakens with this Battle Action
Millennium Falcon vehicle, featuring a pop-up Nerf launcher, lights, motionactivated sound effects, and a fold-out playset. This vehicle playset also
includes 3 figures: Chewbacca, Finn (Jakku), and BB-8. Its hugemongus
and the play on this just got real amazing.
Kidz World TV favorite toy of the week is STAR WARS BLADEBUILDERS
JEDI MASTER LIGHTSABER This lightsaber is awesome and as you can see
with the Blade builders system, it provides the unique components need to
create a 100+ combinations from your own imagination.

Kidz World TV favorite and most anticipated Game of the Week goes to Star
Wars Battlefront. The upcoming Star Wars multiplayer combat game. It is a reboot of
the Star Wars Battlefront series, TIE fighter shrieks, controlled bursts of John
Williams’ infamous score, right down to the jangling clunk of the AT-AT’s – every
nostalgic note of the Star Wars saga has been beautifully recreated. Nine million beta
testers played. Making history for the most beta tested played game ever! and is even
more reason to mark this an official Kidz World TV Fave!
Let’s Play Disney Video Games! In this segment we feature and play fun & cool video
online games. Star Wars Rebels: Ghost Raid Fly the Ghost across the galaxy and raid
Imperial shipments for the growing rebellion!
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Episode 8: Kidz World TV The BEST in Christmas TV Special
Kidz World TV Concerts presents Spotlight
Feature On by Music Artist
Rachel Platten
Kidz World TV features the most wonderful time of the year Christmas Special we highlight the best in the
Christmas holiday from Concert Performances, Christmas Fun, Toys, Games, and more in our Christmas
Special. We also feature special event and the Christmas Countdown.
(This Special Christmas Edition Episode is an opportunity to feature your Toys, Games, Events, and more.)

Kidz World TV Best Top 10 favorite must have Toys for Christmas! In this segment we
feature your Toy among the top favorites and must have for Christmas.
The Toy is elaborately showcase in its Box Art and unraveled. Depending
on the Toys instructions, demos are given on how to put it together or
play in action. We customize and list best features of the Toy you want to
promote and showcase. We also share enticing details and reasons of
why it’s a must have for Christmas and the perfect Christmas Gift!
Kidz World TV Favorite Toy of the Week for Girls - Disney Signature Collection Anna and Elsa.
Anna and Elsa dolls have detailed face sculpts, hairstyles, and full attire just like what you would see in
animation. Dressed in their signature gowns it’s so much fun to
see and play with the dolls. Kidz World re-creates the magic
and excitement of Disney's Frozen, as well as making up new
adventures of our own. Disney Frozen Anna and Elsa's
Royal Sled - Sven comes with his signature sleigh that packs
plenty of riding action. Secure the harness around Sven's body so that he can pull
his friends safely through wintry weather and harsh blizzards.
Kidz World TV Favorite Toy of the Week for Boys – Matchbox® Elite Rescue
Sky Claw Chopper Gift Set. Is a rescue mission chopper that’s full of fun surprise
displayed nicely in the package case. We talk about its functions and how much
fun it is to play and go on a rescue mission.

YOUR GAME HERE IN THE TOP 10
Kidz World TV Top 10 Best games and accessories to have or gift for Christmas! In this fun segment we

feature the best in games for Christmas this can include but not limited to games,
accessories, platforms and more. We will show game play, video trailers, and photo, all
visuals while narrating the game and demonstrating how to play to win the game. We
customize and list best features in the game you want to promote and showcase. We
also share enticing details and reasons of why it’s a must have for Christmas and the
perfect Christmas Gift!

Kidz World TV Christmas Vacation: In this exciting episode, join
Kidz World TV Hosts on Location, Live at the Kid-Friendly Parks and
Resorts for Christmas. Here we feature Christmas theme fantastic
park events, exciting rides, unique exhibits, the various characters,
restaurants, and more. Feature your vacation or event in this
segment.
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Episode 9: Kidz World TV - Best in Christmas TV Special Part 2
Kidz World TV Concerts present Spotlight
Feature On Music Artist
Sabrina Carpenter
This is a continuation of the Best Christmas TV Special. Here we showcase more toys,
clothes, fun spectacular events, and all of the best in the Christmas Celebration Show.
Kidz World TV features Blanchard and Sabrina Carpenter from “Girl Meets World.”
Here we talk about their Christmas Special while Sabrina talks about her album and
Music Concert Performance.
Kidz World TV Christmas Wishes: In this segment we gather together the
different Christmas attendees from the Disney Channel Stars including Zendaya
from KC Undercover, Rowan Blanchard & Sabrina Carpenter from Girl Meets
World, Ross Lynch and Laura Marano from Austin & Ally, Dave Cameron from
Liv & Maddie and many more. KWTV will wish all of its fans a Merry Christmas
and a joyous holiday season.
Kidz World TV Best Top 10 favorite must have Toys for Christmas! In this segment we feature your
Toy among the top favorites and must have for Christmas. The
Toy is elaborately showcase in its Box Art and unraveled.
Depending on the Toys instructions, demos are given on how to
put it together or play in action. We customize and list best
features of the Toy you want to promote and showcase. We also
share enticing details and reasons of why it’s a must have for Christmas and the perfect Christmas Gift!
Kidz World TV Top 10 Best games and accessories to have or gift for Christmas! In this fun
segment we feature the best in games for Christmas this
can include but not limited to games, accessories,
platforms and more. We will show game play, video
trailers, and photo, all visuals while narrating the game
and demonstrating how to play to win the game. We
customize and list best features in the game you want to promote and
showcase. We also share enticing details and reasons of why it’s a must have
for Christmas and the perfect Christmas Gift!
Kidz World Toy Hall of Fame! We will induct your wonderful Toy in Kidz World TV the Toy
Hall of Fame. Complete with a lavish fun ceremony. The Toy will be displayed on
a colorful mantel. The Toy maker will be rewarded with a plaque and trophy for
“Excellence in play”. Featured Hall of Fame toys are automatically entered if toys
are chosen in the Kidz World TV favorite toy of the week, Show and Play Toy
Review, and any other Kidz World Toy segment and based on a first purchase first
serve inventory of avails for Kidz World TV.
Kidz World TV Christmas Vacation: In this exciting episode, join Kidz World TV Hosts on Location, Live
at the Walt Disney Parks and Resorts for Christmas and Nickelodeon Parks and
Resorts. Here we feature Christmas theme fantastic park events, exciting rides,
unique exhibits, the various Disney characters, restaurants, and more. We will also
get a glimpse of D24 Expo coming soon: The Ultimate Disney Fan Event were you get
to meet your favorite Disney Stars, fantastic panels, amazing guests, and not-to-bemissed live performances!
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Will showcase a customized promotion of your Toy, Game,
Product, and Event. View a few customized segments ready for your Product.
Kidz World TV Presents the Game Report, Favorite Games of the Week, and more
Welcome to The Game Report: In this segment we feature the best in gaming
entertainment with news, information, and reviews about latest video games,
mobile/app games, accessories, and more for all gaming platforms. We also
feature trailers, gameplay, gaming tips, screenshots, gaming events, and more.
Favorite Video Game of the Week: This segment features reviews about our
favorite video games and mobile/app games of the week we talk about why it's
a favorite, how to play, game play visuals, tips, and more.
Kidz World TV Game Show - Watch as the two players compete one on one for the Grand Prize and the
title of Kidz World TV’s “Best Gamer Champion” trophy. You do not want to miss the action as
gamers compete on the various gaming platforms. The competition is fierce and will include such
popular video games Skylander Superchargers 5, Platoon, and more from top video game developers
from Activision, Electronic Arts, Playmation, Microsoft, Ubisoft, Nintendo, and many more.
Let’s Play Video Games! In this segment we feature and play fun & cool video games from different
platforms, websites, mobile/apps and more. We will display a side by side window of the colorful
interactive video games while gamers playing in real-time. As well as trailers, screenshots, game play
visuals narrating instructions, tips, and more on how to play in detail to the young viewer. Informing the
young viewer and parents video games with educational or fun benefits and at the same time showcasing
the pure fun in video gaming.
Kidz World TV Presents the Favorite Toy of the Week, Show and Play Toys Review and more
Show and Play Toys review Kidz World TV Host talk’s about a new Toy
from a major companies/manufacturer. We do an exciting unveiling and
package unraveling of the Toy with lotsa of oooh’s and awww’s included.
Then proceed to show off the toy & play. Describing what it’s like to play
with the toy, how fun it is and key features they like about the Toy.
Favorite Toys of the Week - Kidz World TV presents the favorite Toy of
the week. We feature a positive review of our favorite toy picks. We showcase the toy and Box Art. Then
unravel the packaging of the toy. Displaying and demonstrating the toy functions, give instructions on
how to put together or play if needed. We share what we like overall about the toy and where to buy it.
Kidz World TV Toy Hall of Fame a complete lavish fun ceremony is created as well as a colorful mantel
the Toy is displayed on the Toy maker maybe rewarded with a plaque and award for excellence in play.
Featured Hall of Fame Toys can be in Toys in the Show and Play Toy Review segment.
What’s at the Movies Review- We Feature the latest movie and upcoming features on the horizon for
Kid related films from all the major film companies for example. Universal, Warner Bros, Sony Pictures,
Disney Films, or many more. We then talk about the new exciting movie, and interview the stars and/or
creators of the film. We also sometimes feature a behind the scenes clips during the making of the film.
We also share the upcoming DVD Releases of for all major film companies that cater to Kids.
Kidz World TV Family Vacations and Events - We promote visit and promote the most spectacular fun
at any Resorts, Parks, and more across around the country In this exciting episode, join Kidz World TV
Hosts on Location, Live at various Parks and Resorts. Will we feature seasonal themes, fantastic park
events, exciting rides, unique exhibits, the various characters, restaurants, and more.
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Customizations for any product, service, event, and more
Kidz World TV can develop, customize, special segments to promote any product, service, event, and more
you would like to feature on the show. (Similar to Kidz World TV favorite toy of the week and etc.)
Kidz World TV Contest We can create and develop feature contest in the show to promote a toy, game,
service, event, product, and more. Similar and unique contest such as the Disney “Invisible sister”.
“Watch the Invisible Sister Contest”
Kidz World TV presents “Watch the “Invisible Sister” contest where viewers have to watch the movie in its
entirety on the Disney Channel and name specific clues and complete specific task in order to win. Prizes will be a
chance to meet the stars of the Invisible Sister or/and an all-expense paid Vacation to Disneyland Resort.
The winner will be featured on K-World TV.

FEATURE YOUR WEBSITE OR SOCIAL MEDIA
Social Media platforms
Facebook: The Kidz World TV Show for Facebook is a great platform for interacting with fan.
Twitter: The Kidz World TV Show Twitter will debut the same week of the TV show premier.
Instagram: Kidz World TV Show is the perfect social platform to post exclusive behind the
scenes content and it possesses a great opportunity to reach the demographic of youth.
K-World Social Media Launch
The weeks leading up to the series premiere of Kidz World TV Show consist of a large social media
campaign. Currently, Facebook is best social space for communicating and sharing content with
fans. Using specific hashtags, the Kidz World TV team will be able to narrow the posts down to the
target demographic, allowing us to start conversations and increase following.
The Kidz World TV Show team is going to continue this social media success by producing fresh
new content in order to increase following and awareness. We will take advantage of popular hash
tags across multiple platforms.” In addition, blog posts from both Kidz World TV and Kidz Junior
TV will become more frequently used, as a tool to drive traffic to the websites. As added value, our
team produced gear; toys and product reviews will be posted regularly to all websites social media.
Due to the nature of, Kidz World TV Show and Kidz Junior TV there are many behind the scenes
opportunities that will continue to make great content for the TV show and for social media outlets
in the future.
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AD Opportunities
Kidz World Junior National TV covers 80% of households with TV.

We offer a range of advertising opportunities to promote a range
of brands and products.

· Length of episode for each TV series? 1 hour
· # of episodes? 52
· Available Station: FOX TV
· # of commercial avails in the show - 40 per show. 2080 per year.

Aaron Price
CEO

Asia McGee
Host/Executive Producer

Cell: 312-380-1755
www.kworldtv.com
ap@kworldtv.com

Cell: 312-380-1755
www.kworldtv.com
am@kworldtv.com
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